
For promotions and advertising on DJ Richie Skye's Youtube channel with more
than 65,000+ subscribers and growing daily - with videos airing 5x per week and
more than 12 million views since launching in April 2019 - please see the below
rates.  For discounted rates, visit: https://skyesquad.com/

Your product link and short 1-2 sentence description is placed in the HEADLINE
space at the top of the description and will actually replace the headline so that it
is seen instead of the title of the video in the description.  The benefit here is that
this is seen as the viewer is watching the video on their computer. This is for one
video and lasts for the life of the channel. Note, if there are multiple ads, other
ads will fall beneath the this one.

Weeklong rate: $500

Your product link - and short 1 - 2 sentence description is will be placed in the
ADVERTISE HERE space beneath the Headline/Title of the video in the description.
The benefit here is that this is seen as the viewer is watching the video on their
computer. This is for one video and lasts for the life of the channel. Note, if there
are multiple ads, other ads will fall beneath the this one, but this one will be
beneath the Headline Ad or Headline Title of the Video.

Weeklong rate: $450

HEADLINE DESCRIPTION AD - $160

LOWER DESCRIPTION ADS - $100

ADVERTISING

DESCRIPTION ADS



Includes video sponsorship and 30 second to 45 seconds video ad, of content that
is either prerecorded or read online with photos and video inserted within the
first 5 minutes of video.  Also, your sponsored link will be the ONLY link in the
description and will be featured there for the entire, with 3 full paragraphs of
description and last for the lifetime of the channel. (Native video ads still included
in the package) 

(+$2000) for the removal of native Youtube Ads

Goes beneath the ADVERTISE HERE space in the video. This is for one video and
lasts for the life of the channel. 

Weeklong rate: $350

Goes beneath the ADVERTISE HERE space in the video. This is for one video and
lasts for 24 hour hours only.

For all Description Ads remit payment to: @TRMoneyBags via CashApp after
email correspondence.

DESCRIPTION BODY ADS - $75

24 HR DESCRIPTION BODY ADS - $50

Includes the full benefits of a sponsored video for 5 videos during the week.
(+2000) for the removal of all native Youtube Ads

For all sponsored videos contact Richieskye@gmail.com before payment.

SPONSORED VIDEOS - $1000 - $2500

WEEK LONG SPONSORSHIP - $5,000 

SPONSORED VIDEOS

mailto:Richieskye@gmail.com

